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3.1 Publishable summary 

 

Introduction and Context of the DOPA Project 

Today’s SMEs often have to compete with global players when engaging in Big Data Analytic chal-

lenges. Those SMEs cannot afford huge investments in hardware, software, or in personnel to real-

ize use case specific operations in the area of Information Extraction, Data Cleansing, and Data 

Mining. One barrier for SMEs is the need to resort to a wide range of domain specific datasets. 

Therefore, one goal of the DOPA project is to set up a network of different data pools with an abil-

ity of easy extensions. The need for a data supply chain environment with an underlying system for 

large-scale, data intensive experiments that also considers the diversity of the European region is 

more than ever immensely significant for the competitiveness of European SMEs. 

 

During its second and final year the DOPA project (http://www.dopa-project.eu/) successfully 

showed that different data pools can be semantically linked and made available through a user-

friendly data supply chain language. Based on this functionality DOPA also showed how lucrative 

applications that benefit from structured and unstructured data, can be build. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Overall Architecture 

 

 

 

http://www.dopa-project.eu/
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Objectives 

DOPA – “Data Supply Chains for Pools, Services and Analytics in Economics and Finance” is an 

EU-funded, collaborative project carried out in the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7). The con-

sortium consists of two data pool providers (DataMarket and Internet Memory Research), one part-

ner responsible for the Data Linkage (OKKAM), two use case partners (AMI and VICO), and 

Technische Universität Berlin (TUB) as consortium leader.   

 

Main goal of the project is to enable the access to several data pools and complex Big Data Analyt-

ics for European SMEs and to encourage and support them to integrate user-defined operators in the 

existing system. Moreover, the DOPA project covers a wide range of semi-structured web data or 

structured fact data by our two data pool providers and is designed to integrate additional data 

pools. Therefore, a Data Linkage Service combines the input of participating data pool providers 

based on similar entities. The implementation of the Data Supply Chain Language enables a flexible 

and easy usage of the set of operators.  

 

The intensive market analysis by our DOPA use case providers showcased a high importance for 

market intelligence applications for investors, as well as for market agencies and advertisers. The 

project also focuses on creating risk management scenarios. 

 

The specific objectives to be achieved when addressing the described challenges were: 

 The preparation of a system to write user-specific queries due to the development of a Data 

Supply Chain environment on top of a massively-parallel execution system 

 Capability of efficient processing of Big Data sets after the evaluation of methods for build-

ing up, scheduling, and executing Data Supply Chain operators 

 Integration and connection of data pools via a Data Linkage Service 

 Availability of use case specific operators with focus on scenarios in economics and finance 

 Evaluation and potential extension of current data anonymization methods 

 Exploitation and dissemination of project results to gain interest in the SME community 

 

 

Summary of Results within second year 

Building on top of the results of the first year, the consortium was capable of completing all open 

activities of the project within the second and last year. Using the extended and semantically en-

riched Data Pools provided by IMR and DataMarket with OKKAM’s linkage service, DOPA’s ap-

plication partners, AMI and VICO, where able compute their application specific analyses using the 

Data Supply Chain Execution and Scheduling Environment developed by TU Berlin. 

  


